' INTRODUCTION DSC appear to offer an attractive alternative to the currently market dominating types of silicon solar cells in terms of cost, and DSC has a range of new interesting possibilities for building integration and mobile applications, which makes industrialization further feasible. 1, 2 The worldwide efforts regarding DSC seem to be focused mostly at raising the efficiency and reducing the cost by using alternative materials or less material. However, the stability of a solar cell is equally as important as the efficiency and cost. A very important aspect in this context is the thermal stability of the DSC, which is why the cells in compliance with the IEC61646 standard repeatedly are subjected to heating cycles at 85°C in the dark, although it is debatable whether the IEC61646 standard is suitable for DSC.
The fact is that in maximum efficiency DSC that are usually based on solvent electrolyte and hydrophilic dyes such as the N719 and N3, a significant performance loss is induced after heating at 80°C. 3 Regarding the mechanism for degradation it has previously been shown that the standard DSC sensitizer N719 reacts with liquid electrolyte contained species such as 4-tert butyl pyridine (TBP) at elevated temperatures in such a way that some amount of Ru(LÀH) 2 (NCS)(4-tert-butylpyridine)] Àþ N(Bu) 4 , where L = 2,2 0 -bipyridyl-4,4 0 -dicarbolylic acid, is formed on the surface of the TiO 2 nano particles constituting the photo electrode (PE). We here refer to the substitution product as N719-TBP. The reaction has been investigated in much detail in DSC as well as test tube experiments. 4À6 The TBP ligand is a frequently used electrolyte additive, which is used for its positive effect on the fill factor (FF) and the open circuit potential V OC of the solar cell. 1 In this work, we study the characteristics of DSC when the sensitizer is either N719 or the thermal decomposition product N719-TBP. The model system is hence a worst case scenario and we seek to explain the dominating mechanisms that can be observed to different extents in DSC heating experiments (see Figure 1 ).
In this study, we have employed the DSC characterization techniques electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and incident photon to current efficiency (IPCE). The EIS method involves measuring the electrical impedance Z of the solar cell in ABSTRACT: By deliberately introducing the thermally degraded form of the dye solar cell sensitizer N719 in dyesensitized solar cells (DSCs) using synthetically prepared N719-TBP ([Ru(L-H) 2 (NCS)(4-tert-butylpyridine)] Àþ N-(Bu) 4 ), we have investigated the devastating influence of this ligand substitution product (N719-TBP) on the performance parameters of the cells. Two types of dyed solar cells, based on either N719 or N719-TBP, have been characterized employing standard currentÀvoltage (IÀV) performance test, UVÀvis optical spectroscopy, incident photon to current efficiency (IPCE), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) methods. The performance tests show a drastic efficiency reduction of ∼50% in the N719-TBP containing cells as compared to N719-dyed cells. The lower performance of N719-TBP was caused by lower overall light harvesting efficiency due to ca. 30 nm blue shift in the absorption spectrum of the dye, ca. 50% shorter electron diffusion length due to lower electron recombination resistance, and ca. 14% lower charge separation efficiency, which most likely can be ascribed to decreased dye regeneration efficiency caused by the replacement of one NCS ligand with TBP in the substitution product. The observations made in this study of DSC cells dyed with the substitution product, representing a worst case scenario of cells with 100% degraded dye, are in agreement with the characteristics of N719-dyed solar cells degraded at 85°C, where the effect of ligand substitution is somewhat less pronounced.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C ARTICLE a wide frequency range. Normally, it is done by setting the solar cell at some bias potential either in the dark or in the illuminated state, and by superimposing a small amplitude (5À10 mV) sinusoidal voltage V ac (ω) the resulting current i ac (ω) can be measured. ω is the angular frequency. After recording the impedance spectra, a suitable electric model often can be fitted to the data. The model used here is a complete equivalent circuit involving a transmission line (TL) element, which is described in detail elsewhere. 7, 8 We will focus our attention to the following photo electrode (PE) model parameters:
which is the chemical interface capacitance per unit volume C μ , related to electron density which depends on TiO 2 Fermi level position. d is the thickness of the TiO 2 film.
representing the transport resistance for charge transport through the TiO 2 film R T and expressed as the product of the transport resistivity r T and d,
describing the charge transfer resistance related to interfacial recombination of electrons in the TiO 2 /electrolyte interface per unit volume.
These three parameters describe the overall frequency dependence of the PE impedance and include all charge transfer interfaces and diffusion processes of the DSC PE. 8 Two special cases of the TL element impedance for the TiO 2 film are of special interest to this work. If R CT . R T , good current collection efficiency is present and the PE impedance can then be written:
where ω e = τ e À1 is the inverse of the electron lifetime τ e . eq 4 is valid for low frequency, that is for
The opposite case where R CT , R T , yields the following PE impedance:
which is similar to the Gerischer impedance characterized by just one resistance, the Gerischer resistance R G = (R T R CT ) 1/2 . Fitting eq 5 to the PE data, one can obtain only the product of R CT and R T , but not their values separately (Appendix I of ref 11) . The electron diffusion length in the TiO 2 :
can be calculated based on the impedance parameters found by fitting the model to the spectra, but hence not for the case of a Gerischer impedance. It is noted that R T can only be found for certain potentials, and hence in this study we could find transport resistance values around the maximum power point voltage, which is very normal. 9 Another tool for charge transport analysis that is used here is based on the photocurrent generation performance of DSC. It is characterized by the incident-photon-to-collected electron efficiency (IPCE), η IPCE , which is the product of three factors: the light harvesting efficiency η LH , the charge separation efficiency η SEP , and the electron collection efficiency η COL as a function of wavelength λ 19
To explain differences in the short circuit current density in different DSCs, these factors can be studied experimentally by a careful combination of IPCE and optical measurements analyzed with the so-called IPCE-ratio method. Note that the separation efficiency is a product of the electron injection efficiency η INJ and the dye regeneration efficiency η REG 19
Unlike in our previous works, 10,11 η REG cannot be assumed 100% in the present work because the NCS substitution is anticipated to influence it. The highest occupied molecular orbitals of the N719 dye are situated at the NCS parts, and hence the NCS ligand they play a key role in the reduction of the oxidized dye by accepting electron from the redox electrolyte. 12, 13, 14 The method is based on the fact that the ratio of the IPCE spectra measured from opposite sides of the cell (PE and CE sides), and corrected for differences in optical losses between the two directions, equals the ratio of the electron collection efficiencies The Journal of Physical Chemistry C ARTICLE that is it is independent of η INJ and η REG , which are assumed position-independent constants. In the above equation, T TCO , T CE , and T EL are the transmittances of the TCO glass substrate of the PE, the counter electrode (CE), and the bulk electrolyte layer (EL). 11 The collection efficiency ratio (left-hand side of the above equation) is expressed as an analytical function of the electron diffusion length (L), and the thickness (d) and light absorption coefficient (R) of the PE film (eq B1 of ref 10). If the electron collection in the measured solar cells is less than perfect (L < 3d), and light is absorbed relatively strongly in the film (Rd > 1), this ratio becomes sensitive on the value of L, making it possible to derive an estimate for it by fitting the expression to the experimental data (right-hand side of the equation). After determining L this way, η SEP is estimated as 10,19
using the measured η IPCE and η COL calculated from the analytical expression (eq A11 of ref 10). The light-harvesting efficiency in eqs 8 and 9 is estimated from the optical data as
for the PE illumination (R D is the absorption coefficient of the dyed PE) and as
for the CE illumination, where r PE is the reflectance of the TiO 2 PE film.
where R EL (λ) is the absorption coefficient of the free electrolyte solution, P is the porosity (P = 0.6 is used in the analysis) of the TiO 2 film, and ε is the average optical mean path length parameter that accounts for increase in the average path length of light due to light scattering in the film (ε = 1.5 is assumed here). It should be noted that the above IPCE ratio model and analysis assumes that both η INJ and η REG are position independent constant. This is very likely valid for η INJ that is not expected to depend significantly on the electron concentration in the TiO 2 . However, because η REG represents loss of electrons due to recombination with the oxidized dye (due to too slow regeneration), it is proportional to the electron concentration, and hence, is position dependent due to the electron concentration gradient in the film at the short circuit condition. An accurate account of this would require numerical simulations of electron transport and recombination in the film, but are omitted here for simplicity. As a result, the η SEP estimated by the method (eq 9) should be taken as an effective mean value for the whole film.
Similarly, also the value of L should be considered a mean effective value, first because the electron recombination may not be linear in electron concentration, as the above method assumes, and second because at the short circuit there is a concentration gradient of the tri-iodide that are the electron acceptors in dominant recombination reaction affecting η COL . These effects have been discussed and analyzed in detail recently by Piers et al. 20, 21 ' EXPERIMENTAL SECTION Synthesis of Substitution Product. N719 was transferred to a three necked round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser and a gas bubbler. The powder was dissolved in DMF (20 mL) that contained TBP. The solution was deaerated with argon for 1 h and heated at 120°C under a small flow of argon. After 48 h, water (60 mL) was added, and the diluted solution was eluted through a strong cation exchange column (Varian MEGA-BE-SCX, 1 g, 6 mL) applying an IST Vac-Master connected to a water suction pump. DMF, the remaining N719, and other impurities were removed by washing with water and methanol. The product N719-TBP was eluted from the SCX column by an eluent comprised of hydrochloric acid/water/methanol (10:20:70). The SCX-eluent was diluted 10 times with water and eluted through a reverse phase C18 sep-pack column (Varian MEGA-BE-C18, 1 g, 6 mL). The C18 column was carefully washed with a mixture of acetonitrile/water (10:90), and the substitution product was eluted with methanol. The methanol was removed by rotary evaporation and the product dried in a vacuum oven at 40°C. Further spectroscopic and chromatographic information can be found in the supporting information and in ref 22 .
Solar Cell Preparation. The cell preparation began with the washing of photo and counter electrode substrates with a mild detergent and water to remove the organic impurities. The substrates were further given ultrasonic treatment in ethanol first and then in acetone. Substrates used are Pilkington TEC-15, thickness 2.5 mm, sheet resistance 15 Ω/sq., supplied by Hartford Glass Company, Inc. The PE was made by screen printing two layers of TiO 2 paste (18NR-T, Dyesol). After printing each layer, the substrates were heated to 110°C to dry the deposited layer. The PEs were fired at 450°C for 30 min. The area of each PE film was A cell = 0.5 Â 0.8 cm 2 = 0.4 cm 2 . The thickness of the PE films was 14.1 ( 0.8 μm as measured by a Dektak 6 M profilometer (Veeco).
Sensitization of the electrode films was done by soaking them in 0.3 mM absolute ethanol solution of the dye for ca. 24 h. All of the counter electrodes were prepared by thermal platinization method. A minute quantity of 10 mM PtCl 4 is rapidly spread on the FTO coated glass substrates to achieve uniform thickness. Later, the counter electrodes were sintered at 385°C for 15 min. The electrodes were sealed together on a hot plate (100°C) using 25 μm thick Surlyn 1702 thermoplastic polymer film as a spacer and sealant, and finally the cells were filled with liquid electrolyte. The electrolyte composed of 0.5 M LiI, 0.03 M I 2 , and 0.5 M TBP in MOPN.
Measurements. IÀV-curves were measured at 20°C with a custom-built solar simulator consisting of ten 150 W halogen lamps as the light source, a temperature-controlled measurement plate, and a calibrated monocrystalline silicon reference cell with a KG5 colorglass filter with which the lamps could be adjusted to provide the standard light intensity of 100 mW/cm 2 . Spectral mismatch correction was used to make the curves correspond with the standard AM1.5G equivalent illumination.
IPCE measurements were carried out in dc mode without bias illumination using Model QEX7 Solar Cell Spectral Response Measurement System from (PV Measurements, Inc.).
EIS spectra were recorded with Zahner Elektrik's IM6 Impedance Measurement Unit operated with Thales software. The impedance data was obtained in the dark at different bias voltages between 0 and À0.8 V, in the 100 mHz to 100 kHz frequency
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Optical Characterization. Optical characterization of the cell components was carried out as in our previous publication. 11 In short, each component (TCO glass, PE, electrolyte, counter electrode) was measured separately in an optical measurement cell in which the component in question is faced with a microscope glass slide, using a 25 μm thick Surlyn foil frame as a spacer and sealant, and the cell is filled with the electrolyte solvent MOPN and sealed similar to the solar cells. The optical PE sample films consisted of ca. 7 μm thick TiO 2 nanoparticle film (same TiO 2 paste as in the solar cells) deposited on a microscope glass slide and was dyed in the same dye bath as the films for solar cells. The reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) the optical cells were measured with a LI-COR LI-1800 spectroradiometer equipped with an integrating sphere in 390 À 1100 nm wavelength region. For reliable estimation of absorption coefficient of the dyed PE films (R D ) according to the BeerÀLambert law, the optical films needed to be relatively thin to avoid saturation of measured absorptance near the absorption maximum of the dye. Using the BeerÀLambert law, the light harvesting efficiency of the solar cells consisting of thicker (ca. 14 μm) PE films was estimated based on the value of R D derived from the thinner optical films, which is valid for the present TiO 2 films that show negligible light scattering. The optical data was also corrected for the loss of light via the sample substrates in the integrating sphere measurements.
' RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Solar Cell Performance. The efficiency of N719-TBP cells compared to N719 in the otherwise similar DSC is approximately 50% lower. In Figure 2 , the performance parameters are shown for the 2 sets of 3 cells that had the most similar current density À voltage (JÀV) curves. The FF is slightly higher for the degraded dye, whereas the maximum power point voltage is similar for the two types of DSC. The performance parameters are summarized in Table 1 .
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy. Six cells for each dye were prepared and impedance spectra were measured for 2 Â 3 cells characterized in Figure 2 . The impedance spectra obtained at various bias potentials in the dark for the two types of cells containing either N719 or N719-TBP sensitizer are very different in terms of the shape of the impedance Nyquist plots (Figure 3 ). The Nyquist plots (parts a and b of Figure 3) show that the impedance of the N719-TBP-dyed cells evolves into a Gerischer impedance, whereas the impedance of the N719-dyed cells maintain a dominating PE semicircle and diffusion characteristics. The latter indicates a better collection efficiency (R CT . R T ) in the N719-dyed cells. The impedance plotted in part a of Figure 3 is measured at À0.55 V, which is close the maximum power point voltage (V MPP ) and hence the data display an important characteristic difference that is the key to explaining the low efficiency of N719-TBP cells. At high enough negative potential, the N719-TBP PE Nyquist curves (parts c and d of Figure 3 ) evolve into a more pronounced semicircle indicating an improved charge collection efficiency. 7 Figure 4 shows the imaginary part of the impedance versus frequency. The plot shows how the main PE peak is shifted toward higher frequencies and that the plot has lower amplitude. In Figures 3  and 4 data are reported as resistances multiplied by active cell area.
In Figure 5 , we see the recombination resistance R CT and R T as a function of applied potential and the electron diffusion length L is also plotted. Figure 5 show the Gerischer resistance R G as found for N719-TBP cells using the full TL model. R CT values are higher for the N719 cells at all intermediate potentials, in accordance with lower recombination and better performance.
L is lower in the N719-TBP films (section on IPCE-ratio analysis) and increases with voltage, so in N719-TBP cells only a fraction of the whole film capacitance was actually measured at low and intermediate potentials. This is because when L < d, the electron current injected to the film from the contact in the EIS measurement, is transferred to the electrolyte within distance of ca. L from the contact, and, hence, the rest of the film (d À L) is electrically inaccessible by EIS measurement. 8, 9 Because the total PE resistance is much lower for N719-TBP cells than in the N719 cells, the condition L < d is due to lower R CT , instead of higher R T . A higher R T would also result in a Gerischer shape, but then R G would be larger than the value of R CT in the N719 cells. Note that this qualitative conclusion can be drawn from the comparison of the shape and magnitude of the PE impedance arc, even though neither L, R CT , nor R T can be estimated in this case (Appendices of refs 11 and 17). The Gerischer curve shape is observed in all N719-TBP cells up to À0.55 V and for higher negative potentials the Nyquist curve shape becomes a more pronounced semicircle which indicates L > d, meaning that the C μ values obtained at higher potentials are significant for the whole TiO 2 film, whereas values at lower potentials should not be regarded as conclusive for the whole film. The diffusion length L could be found for N719 cells and values are in the 20À50 μm range. In the IPCE ratio analysis (next section), we find L = 22.1 ( 5.8 μm, so there is a good agreement between the two methods considering their different measurement principle and conditions. Exact correspondence of the IPCE and EIS derived values of L has been recently confirmed by performing both Figure 2 . JÀV curves for three N719 cells and three N719À4TBP cells. As can be seen, the cell performance is drastically lowered by the ligand substitution in the N719 dye. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C ARTICLE methods at the open circuit condition where the electron concentration in the PE film is close to uniform. 19 Optical Analysis. Figure 6 shows that upon ligand substitution the absorptance spectra of the N719 attached on the TiO 2 surface shifts (by ca. 30 nm) toward shorter wavelengths, whereas the absorption maximum and the shape of the spectrum remain roughly the same. The absorption peak of N719 is at 540 nm and N719-TBP at 510 nm. IPCE Analysis. The measured IPCE data are shown and compared in Figure 7 . For the N719, the IPCE measured from the PE side reaches a maximum of 70% around 540 nm. This is a typical result for this dye. The lower IPCE as compared to some results in the literature 1 is mainly due to the semitransparent PE used in this study and due to other optical losses.
From the comparison of parts a and d of Figure 7 , we can see that there is larger relative decrease in the IPCE when measured from the CE compared to PE side in the case of the substituted dye. Comparison of the IPCE ratio in Figure 8 clearly confirms this and implies directly that the solar cells dyed with N719-TBP suffer from lower η COL compared to the N719. This corresponds to shorter electron diffusion length, as shown quantitatively by the IPCE-ratio analysis in the next section, which is in agreement with the EIS results. . Imaginary part of the impedance Z 00 plotted against frequency. Solid line is fit to an equivalent circuit model. The data were obtained at À0.6 V bias in the dark. Squares are data for the N719 cell and circles are data for the N719-TBP cell. We can observe that the N719-TBP main peak (PE peak) is shifted toward higher frequency compared to the N719 peak, and the magnitude is lower. Figure 7 show that the N719-TBP substitution decreases the IPCE over all measured wavelengths except in the UV region below 320 nm where the photocurrent is dominated by electrons generated by the direct band gap excitation of the TiO 2 . 1 However, the relative decrease is larger at longer wavelengths (parts c and f of Figure 7 ), which causes a blue shift of the IPCE spectrum of N719-TBP relative to N719. This can be explained by the blue shift of the absorption spectrum of the dye upon TBP substitution ( Figure 6 ). Note that a decrease of η COL has the tendency to red shift the IPCE spectrum at the CE illumination. 10, 15 This effect is overruled here by the change in the optical absorption because a clear blue shift remains in part f of Figure 7 despite the lower η COL .
The very similar shape of the measured IPCE data (parts c and f of Figure 7 ) in different solar cell samples of the same kind indicates that they had closely equal PE film thickness. An exception is the sample N719À4, which displayed slightly redshifted IPCE spectrum, characteristic to a thicker TiO 2 film (ref 10 for detailed discussion and experimental data on the effect of film thickness on the IPCE spectrum). This solar cell was opened, its PE thickness was measured, and indeed it had ca. 1 μm thicker PE than the others on average. This value was used in the IPCE-ratio analysis discussed below (Table 2) Figure 8 shows an example of the results from fitting the IPCE model to measured IPCE data using the IPCE-ratio method. A constant wavelength independent L and η SEP was estimated performing a least-squares fit of the IPCE model to the optical and IPCE data in the wavelength region 500À600 nm. The data below 500 nm was neglected as unreliable (bad fit of the IPCE model). The exact error source is unknown but seems to be related to the electrolyte absorbance. Above 600 nm, the electron generation rate decreases toward longer wavelengths as the light absorption by the dye becomes weaker, which lowers the electron Figure 6 . Measured absorptance spectra of 7 μm thick dyed TiO 2 films and the corresponding spectral absorption coefficient calculated using the BeerÀLambert law. The films were deposited on microscope glass slide and measured in a sealed optical cell containing MOPN. Also shown is the absorption coefficient of the electrolyte used in the solar cells. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C ARTICLE concentration in the TiO 2 . This appears to decrease the collection efficiency, yielding lower values for L. In the data (Figure 9 ), this can be seen as lower η IPCE values predicted by the model than actually measured above ca. 650 nm. The same effect was found also previously 10 and is presumed to be related to the absence of bias light in the measurements. The IPCE-ratio fitting was thus performed only within the region where the generation rate was relatively constant (Supporting Information).
In the present work, there were practical problems in obtaining a repeatable Pt coating of the counter electrodes (CE), because high air humidity during the preparation caused the Pt precursor solution to form droplets on the substrate, which upon drying resulted in nonuniform distribution of Pt. As a result, there was some variation of CE transmittance T CE from one solar cell to another. This can be seen in the IPCE data that show much higher relative variation of the IPCE when measured from the CE side than from the PE side (parts b and e of Figure 7 ). Error from this to the IPCE-ratio analysis was minimized by modifying the T CE value slightly, using overall quality of fit as a criterion. Whereas this correction did not affect the overall conclusions, it decreased the standard deviation of the L and η SEP estimates thus improving the accuracy of the results. Details of the correction procedure are given in the Supporting Information. Figure 9 shows the quality of fit in terms of the match between the measured IPCE-ratio and the IPCE-ratio predicted by the model using the fitted constant values of L and η SEP . Table 2 shows that, upon TBP-substitution, L was decreased by 50% (from 22 ( 6 μm to 11 ( 1 μm). Because the PE films were 14 μm thick, this lead to a significant decrease in η COL,PE from 92 ( 3% to 79 ( 3%. In addition to lowering L, the ligand substitution decreased η SEP from 91 ( 3% to 77 ( 2%. We can summarize the effects of TBP ligand substitution on the photocurrent generation capability of the N719 dye by looking at the result for the PE illumination and the absorption maximum of each dye: the 19%-units lower η IPCE of N719-TBP is explained by 26%-units decrease in η COL and 14%-units decrease in η SEP , whereas η LH remained practically unchanged (1%-unit decrease). In other words, the η IPCE,PE of N719-TBP is lower by relatively 28% compared to N719 mainly because η COL and η SEP are respectively lower by relatively 15% and 16%. Besides the lower IPCE due to these factors the short circuit current density at AM1.5G solar illumination is further lowered by the blue shift of the IPCE spectrum of N719-TBP compared to N719. In practice, this means loss of optical performance at the longer wavelength, and thus lower overall η LH .
We have shown how the performance parameters and the internal PE parameters found by various measurements when applying the N719-TBP dye resemble what is found when heating complete DSC at 80À85°C. 3 The results are thus important for The Journal of Physical Chemistry C ARTICLE the further development as champion DSC are often based on N719 and dyes where we find two or even 3 NCS ligands coordinated to a molecular metal center. 16 The synthesis and application of artificially degraded dyes has shown to be a valid method for studying degraded cells. Especially, the method aids in isolating effects solely caused by a degraded dye, which is valuable because heated cells often show a plural of different heating effects, making such cells difficult to analyze.
To explain the chemical origin of the lost performance induced by the ligand substitution in N719, we must mainly point at the most likely reason for lower η SEP in the N719-TBP cells. Although the present data does not provide experimental evidence to distinguish whether the lower η SEP with N719-TBP is due to lower η INJ or η REG , it is reasonable to believe that at least η REG is significantly lower with N719-TBP, since the NCS ligand has a key role in the dye regeneration reaction. 12, 13, 14 ' CONCLUSIONS DSC based on either N719 dye or the thermal substitution product N719-TBP ([Ru(LÀH) 2 (NCS)(TBP)] Àþ N(Bu) 4 ) has been investigated using JÀV curves, optical and Raman analysis, EIS, IPCE and IPCE-ratio methods. The JÀV curves clearly show a very negative effect of ligand substitution and the cell efficiency is approximately 50% lower in all cases for the substituted dyes. V OC as well as J SC are both severely affected, while the overall shape of the JÀV curve is maintained. J SC was found smaller by IPCE analysis and lowered values are due to differences in optical, injection or regeneration, and collection efficiencies, with the latter two parameters being the most severely changed. V OC was found smaller due to differences in electron generation in the two types of cells, and the fact that charge transfer (recombination) resistance R CT was higher for N719 cells.
The impedance measurements and model fitting show that all internal PE charge transfer parameters are affected in a negative way by the application of the degraded dye. For N719-TBP cells we observe that the PE resistance is well described by a Gerischer impedance, meaning that L < d at intermediate potentials around the maximum power point, and we confirm that the charge transfer resistance R CT is significantly lowered by the application of N719-TBP.
The overall light harvesting efficiency of N719-TBP was lower due to ca. 30 nm blue shift in its optical absorption spectrum. IPCE ratio analysis revealed that with N719-TBP the electron separation efficiency was ca. 14% lower, which in principle can be either due to lower electron injection or dye regeneration efficiency. Given the key role of the NCS ligand in the regeneration reaction, it is reasonable to believe that a major contribution came from lower dye regeneration efficiency with the N719-TBP due a missing NCS ligand. In addition to this, also the electron diffusion length was ca. 50% shorter leading also to lower electron collection efficiency with N719-TBP. ' REFERENCES
